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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Green Uni Network is developing a decentralized blockchain-based Virtual
Electronic University (VeU) allowing millions of people to access affordable and highquality college/university education from the best European high schools, colleges
and universities. Students will be able to learn and complete advanced courses in
Informatics and Computer Science from the comfort of their homes.
The educational project of Green Uni Network has huge financial potential
worldwide for more than 10 trillion dollars. The forecasts are for an annual increase
in the needs for online education and the costs of the individual, the countries and
the world technology giants for education in Informatics and Computer Science.
The project carries an important "historical and cultural potential of the
EUROPEAN DIPLOMA" - the dream and desire for every family in the world. An
important element of this dream is the proven safety for the students in the European
Community. The project reflects the undisputed scientific educational favorite for the
long-term future of the professional field of "Informatics and Computer Science". The
enormous speed of the real rapid changes in information technology causes the need
for continuing education "lifelong learning".
The Green Uni Network project and its GREENY token have been influenced by
the NEW civilization regime and the real trend of merging human life with the
computer future. Digital technologies in education are considered the safest
investment in the prosperity of human life, both for the individual and for
communities. The pandemic seriously "damaged" the economies of the states, but it
turned out to be a GOLDEN CENTURY for the Great Technologies. Artificial Intelligence
alone will bring the world economy $ 13 trillion each year until 2030. Education
needs to be changed, and the Pandemic has given the SAFE way to make that
change - online learning. Obviously, the change in education is not being done
intelligently (everyone is dissatisfied), and without reforms, and a series of crises and
unusual interruptions are forthcoming.
The Green Uni Network and the Greeny tokens have the potential to become a
powerful combination and to provide security and transparency in all activities related
to educational services in the field of information technology and computer science,
and thus a vast market.
Greeny token is a utility token - the fuel that will power all services provided on
the platforms in the Green Uni Network.
The Greeny token is based on the Binance Smart Chain /BNB/ blockchain. As
Binance 's ecosystem grows exponentially in 2022, now is the time to explain some of
the basic principles and jargon behind DeFi.
The number of BNB users and software developers building the Binance
blockchain continues to grow. With projects already under final testing and starting to
be implemented. Building On Binance are busy mapping an exciting ecosystem.
Binance was created as a secure, stable platform for building blockchain-based
products, services and systems. With a clear roadmap for sustainable development,
we now see it scaling up to serve globally.
DeFi - decentralized finance - has exploded in recent years, opening up many
new financial instruments. Ultimately, as this market matures, DeFi's goal is to help
individuals and companies engage in financial activities without going through a
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central, expensive intermediary such as a bank, or achieving a higher return on their
assets in the era of inflation and negative interest rates.
Where does DeFi start? - It all starts with a blockchain. So, simply put, the
blockchain is a digital ledger of records - what accountants would call a book - of
transactions. What is unusual about this book is that it is not controlled by any
person, company or government official. Instead, entries are made in a decentralized
manner. By decentralized, we mean that thousands of people's computers
communicate with each other to agree on whether a transaction is valid. They reach
this consensus based on the rules built into the blockchain software they use.
Blockchain records cannot be modified and can be viewed by anyone, making it
impossible to delete the transaction record, falsify its amount or hide any details. This
feature ensures transparency and trust between users. Interestingly, although the
blockchain displays such information, users are "presented" as addresses. So,
although everyone can see what transactions have been made to and from an
address since the beginning of the blockchain, no one can identify the person at the
address of the blockchain.
The advantages of decentralized finance (DeFi) are as follows: you control your
funds, they are anonymous, increased security, no central server; thousands of nodes
distributed worldwide help maintain the network; fast and cheap operations,
accessible to all.
In the DeFi ecosystem, users have access to different DeFi platforms and
applications for different purposes. For example, asset management products (or just
portfolios) store, send, and receive cryptocurrencies between users. There are many
decentralized applications (DApps).
The eco-system of the Green Uni Network is a typical example of a DeFi
ecosystem, which through its platforms - DApps and Greeny Token realizes the
decentralized management of this educational project.
When you buy Greeny tokens, you unlock all the capabilities of our educational
services platforms included in the Green Uni Network.
GREENY TOKENS HAVE FOUR MAIN FUNCTIONS:
Users (students) can pay for
educational products and services on
the Smart Student platform and on all
our other platforms in the Green Uni
network.

Tool for receiving bonuses, discounts and
other bonuses.

Right to vote when discussing proposals
and taking decisions for the
development of the Green Uni network

Crypto token trading on the open market.

The Green Uni Network project is based on decentralization, which allows
online learning in high school, college and university for people from all over the
world for "European diplomas". Virtual competition, adoption of innovative
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educational technologies and combination with social technologies are created to
combine online methods with social communication of the classes. The communities
communicate annually through long-term distance projects for the creation of
collective computer products similar to Harvard and the English project for an
educational computer for training for ultra-fast calculations with Pi boards and the
project "Thinking Clouds" of “Plovdiv Tech Park” plc. This overcomes the proven social
distance of online education and is well received by students as a collective action.
Reducing the cost of education and graduation, as well as maximizing the effect of
insufficient educational resources, leads to synergies for added value.
It is high time for a Big change, because there is no sphere of life untouched
by the revolutionary innovations of the IT giants. Their methods and tools are always
more convenient, cheaper and more effective in all industries - from trade and
communications to cinema and the media. Artificial Intelligence is a key innovation
for decades to come.
Google recently announced their plans to expand their collaboration with projects
in the digital asset industry. The Internet corporation intends to offer the ability to store
cryptocurrencies on digital cards, and payments will continue to be made in fiat
currency. Google President of Commerce Bill Reddy said in an interview for Bloomberg
that the company plans to expand its cooperation with representatives of the crypto
industry. The technology giant currently has partnerships with the cryptocurrency
exchange Coinbase and the Bitpay cash payment processing service. In the past,
Google distanced itself from the field of digital assets, but now it is focusing heavily on
them.

It is important to mention the fact that the Myth of obtaining a European
diploma /certification/ from a famous university was developed by the industrial
complex, and namely that no one has the ability to do useful and well-paid job without
a diploma. In many situations, this is important, but on the other hand, over time,
obstacles are created and people who are talented and who can bring about change
and innovation are slowed down. Those in power try to exclude from work employees
who are not certified. Our Green Uni Network project breaks the myth that a European
degree can only be obtained from a well-known university only in the standard way
with face-to-face access, which have been accepted as a rule.
THE EIGHT PILLARS GREEN UNI NETWORK:
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The long-term trend of the future is in the scientific fact that the increasing of
global literacy will lead to extreme increase in the number of graduates with a degree.
An important proof of that is the growing trend of employment of women with
diplomas in the IT sector. Computer skills and artificial intelligence are entering in all
routine activities.
GREENY TOKENS – NAME, TYPE, TOTAL SUPPLY

Token Name:
Abbreviation:

Green Uni Token

Type:

Binance Smart Chain - Based

Total Supply:

1 000 000 000

Maximum Tokens Offered to public
during ICO:

500 000 000 (50 %)

Greeny

ICO soft cap

ICO hard cap

1 000

50 000

Binance BNB

Binance BNB

2. THE PROBLEM AND THE SOLUTION
2.1. THE PROBLEM
Education in IT and European diploma should be affordable to students from
all over the world. But it is expensive and hardly accessible.
The global problems in IT education are both complex and regional. According
to their characteristics, they can be grouped into the following categories:
Economic problems with access to education and visas
Problems of accuracy
Problems of a corrupt nature
Problems with access to education for ethnic groups or on the
basis of identity
Economic problems with access to education
The economic problems with access to education are both national and global.
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Within a country, different access to good education can be observed, which is
not characterized by the qualities of the candidates for students, but by their
economic potential.
On the other hand, we can observe whole geographical regions where the
population does not have access to education. The countries of these regions are
characterized by very limited economic opportunities.
In both cases, economic barriers to education lead to hereditary poverty and
lagging behind of entire communities.
Problems with the accuracy of education
These are problems that are related to the differences between the content
and methods of education on the one hand and the needs of employers on the other.
The cost of training new hires often exceeds the cost of education that these
staff incurred before starting work. This problem limits the capabilities of companies,
increases costs and extends the deadlines for implementation. The problem is not
only for companies, it is an obstacle to the faster development of national and global
economies.
The economic effects deepen the problems with education and create
preconditions for the suffering of entire societies.
Problems of a corrupt nature
Education opens doors for development but hard work, intellect and abilities
are not always behind the diploma. It is not uncommon for donors to educational
institutions to receive a certificate of completion of education, even though they do
not meet the criteria for obtaining a diploma.
The nature of corruption in education is contained in the rational economic
interest of teachers, which is in increase of profits from the activities they perform.
The concentrated educational power in the status quo deepens the problems with
corruption in education.
Discriminatory problems with access to education
In many parts of the world, education only reaches groups of people who meet
a primary mark. Gender, ethnicity, social status, or other factors may determine
access to education.
Often in countries with authoritarian regimes, the level of education is
suppressed by those in power who restrict the natural rights of the population. The
deepening problems of education in these countries make the government
increasingly despotic. The solution to this problem is also key in the fight against
terrorism around the world.
Poverty and social change:
Poverty is conceptualized not only as economic poverty, but also as a lack of
health services, limited access to education, lack of opportunity for free expression.
Global education encourages the full participation of all citizens in the eradication of
world poverty, as well as in the fight against social exclusion. It aims to achieve fairer
and more sustainable economic, social, environmental, national and global policies
based on human rights principles.
Interconnectedness and global citizenship:
The idea of interconnectedness is at the core of the understanding of the
globality. People around the world are connected to each other in various ways, which
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cannot be limited by symbolic political borders between countries. The development
of technology and transport have become engines of exchange on a global scale.
Basic concepts of public importance:
Global education provides knowledge of basic ideas related to the
development of society such as human rights, democracy, good governance, fair
trade, peaceful resolution of conflicts.
Knowledge of similarities and differences between cultures:
In today's open world of communication, students meet other cultures earlier
and easier. Global education, and among problem-based education especially the
intercultural education, are targeted to stimulate discussions among students about
other communities and cultures, emphasizing similarities and differences.
Developing critical thinking and information processing skills:
Global education encourages students to explore and seek knowledge on their
own, but also develops skills in being critical to information, looking at it openly and
analyzing it, taking into account that there are different points of view.
Establishing causal links:
The considered problems are presented in depth and completeness. students
learn not to seek simplistic understanding, but to trace the root causes,
consequences, and interrelationships.
Collaboration and teamwork:
The issues addressed by Global Education presuppose cooperation, both
between people and between individual communities and countries. Global
education encourages cooperation and understanding to achieve common goals.
teamwork is also one of the main methods of training.
Skills for intercultural communication without stereotypes:
The principle is part of the concept of Global Education, as well as Intercultural
Education, which seeks not only to promote, but above all to set basic
communication skills between people from different cultures. In this context,
education builds sensitivity to prejudices and stereotypes.
Empathy:
This new type of education aims to help students understand the other's
opinion and point of view, without necessarily accepting them as their own.
Global education is an active learning process based on values such as
solidarity, equality, tolerance, responsibility and cooperation. It allows people to move
from a level of awareness of international priorities for development and sustainable
human development, through understanding the causes and effects of global
problems, to personal involvement in the process and informed action.
2.2. THE SOLUTION
The educational project of Green Uni Network has a huge financial potential
worldwide. The needs for online education and the costs of the individual, of the
countries and of the world technology giants for education in Informatics and
Computer Science are growing every year.
A particularly promising opportunity is formed by the Binance network.
Having in mind how successful Ethereum's smart contracts are, we can expect
the same success from Binance, too.
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Therefore, our cryptocurrency project is based on Binance Smart Chain, which
will be an addition to the Binance ecosystem and we will expect a similar effect in this
network of cryptocurrencies, as well.
Binance 's ecosystem is very similar to Ethereum and it is realistic to expect
our Green Uni Network project to be built and matured in the coming months and
years.
If we look at the Binance network, we see similar projects DeFi, NFT, DApps
which develop not for days, but for hours. The Binance network will further develop
the words of Barack Obama - "It's like having a Swiss bank in your pocket" or "You will
carry the cryptocurrency and the smart contract in your smartphone".
The Covid-19 pandemic made the Vision of the project especially long-term
and facilitated distance learning in all its features - e-textbooks and e-libraries for
Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain in English language, digital detox, teacher
training, including the participation of business e-leaders in teaching .
The team of Green Uni Network has been created for more than 30 years by
professors, associate professors, doctors of science, IT leaders and teachers in High
School, College, Higher School of Online Learning for students. It should be noted
that the team has many years of experience in education and contacts with Russia,
China, connection with India, and the technology bridge with Bangalore through a
franchise from the Indian Institute of Hardware Technology for 2300 IT courses. The
vast experience in combating the "world educational status quo" and the stagnation
in education over the last 20 years is also important.
The project provides the general purpose of the token, both in direct
application in education in "Informatics and Computer Science" in high school,
college and university, and in the online shop of "E-unimag" for products needed for
education and e-textbooks, e-books and "e-library" for software for Artificial
Intelligence and Blockchain.
An ECOSYSTEM of eight interconnected areas and Platforms, already
implemented in the first version, is provided, and with a clear plan for the
implementation of Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain, in parallel with Binance's
"smart contracts".
A charity fund of the “Bulgarian-Indian Technology Forum "Mahatma Gandhi"
has been operating for two years to support students and PhD students from Bulgaria
and India. The “International Institute for Cooperative Research” Foundation, which
finances the Foundation, cooperates with this fund. There is a great need of the world
economy and community (with annual growth) for education in Informatics and
Computer Science to catch up with the rapid technological changes and the need for
over 480,000 electronic leaders in Europe alone.
The first version of the educational applications is through "E-Unimag" and "Elibrary", thus launching a complex for online education and the full digitalization of
the project. Low total supply is offered - only up to 1 billion Greeny tokens. The need
for education is global. All kinds of business and political actors are in need of
computer science knowledge for real participation in life in Europe, Africa, Asia and
Australia.
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The team, foundations and companies cooperating in this project have had
numerous participations in projects approved by national governments for over 30
years and in recent decades by the EU.
TEACHING METHODS
The methods used by Global Education are interactive, based on an active
exchange of knowledge and open sharing of different opinions between all
participants in the learning process. The methods are most effectively applied when
working in smaller groups, where students have the opportunity to express
themselves freely. It is in the small group that they can show their qualities as
moderators, or group leaders, or presenters, or just analysts on a given case.
The interactive approach helps the student not just to remember the
information, but to understand and accept it, in this sense learning is also an
emotional and not just a process of thinking. Interactive methods stimulate students'
curiosity and encourage the sharing of ideas. As a result of using such methods,
children are more motivated to express themselves, they learn more and acquire new
skills such as critical thinking in handling new information, communication skills public speaking, poster design and more.
In Global Education, it is crucial that students be able to analyze the situation
by answering "what" and "why" questions, rather than receiving ready-made answers.
the next step towards understanding the respective problem is to synthesize the
knowledge into a complete picture. Interactive methods are an excellent opportunity
to perform this process.
FORMS OF INTERACTIVE TEACHING
The most commonly used forms are case studies, debates, presentations, roleplays.
As a case could be presented any task that relates to an existing problem and
seeks its solution. In small groups, students analyze what they have learned and
suggest solutions. In addition to consolidating their knowledge of the problem,
students develop analytical thinking and teamwork.
The debate gives students the opportunity to formulate and defend their
opinion on a problem. Develops skills for formulating and presenting a thesis,
including introduction and conclusion, but also confidence in public speaking and
speaking culture, as well as the ability to respect different opinions.
Brainstorming: An easy and dynamic form that can provoke discussion and
understand how familiar the topic is to students. In addition to the pure oral form, a
written version can be made - a cloud of words, or a network of words to help
students imagine in a summarized form what they know about a topic.
Considering a specific example from reality: For this purpose, the teacher
needs to have a specific case or personal story of someone to illustrate a problem.
History can also provide a solution to a problem, or students can be provoked to
suggest one themselves.
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3. THE BUSINESS MODEL OF THE GREEN UNI NETWORK
3.1. EDUCATION NEEDS CHANGE
The Green Uni Network project and its Greeny token have been influenced by
the NEW civilization model and the real trend of merging human life with the
computer future. Digital technologies in education are considered the safest
investment in the prosperity of human life, both for the individual and for
communities. The pandemic seriously "damaged the economies" of the countries, but
it turned out to be a GOLDEN CENTURY for the Great Technologies. Artificial
Intelligence (AI) alone will bring the world economy $ 13 trillion each year until 2030.
Education needs to change, and the pandemic has given the SAFE way to make that
change – the online learning. Obviously, the change in education is not done
intelligently (everyone is dissatisfied), and without reforms, and a series of crises and
unusual interruptions are forthcoming. The reasons for this crisis are:
- increase of the population and its migration, which leads to loss of the
traditions of education in the native places;
- the great speed of change of computer technologies and the need of practical
knowledge for every day life, in everything;
- continuous increase in the price of education, which makes it inaccessible to
the actually impoverished population of the earth;
- fierce struggle AGAINST THE CHANGES of the educational status quo ministers, rectors, deans, teachers are opposed to the necessary changes and
updates in the curricula and in the educational programs in technological direction.
3.2. DECENTRALIZATION OF EDUCATION
The Green Uni Network project is based on decentralization, which allows distance
learning in high school, college and university, for people from all over the world for
"European diplomas". Virtual competition, adoption of innovative educational
technologies and combination with social technologies are created to combine online
methods with social communication of the classes. The communities communicate
annually through long-term distance projects for the creation of collective computer
products similar to Harvard and to the English project for an educational computer for
training for ultra-fast calculations with Pi boards and the "Thinking Clouds" project of
“Plovdiv Tech Park” PLC. This overcomes the proven social distance of distance
education and is well received by students as a collective action. Reducing the cost of
education and graduation, as well as maximizing the effect of insufficient educational
resources, leads to synergies for added value.
It is high time for a BIG CHANGE, because there is no sphere of life unaffected
by the revolutionary innovations of the IT giants. Their methods and tools are always
more convenient, cheaper and more effective in all industries - from trade and
communications to cinema and the media. Artificial Intelligence is a key innovation
for decades to come. The basic sciences and their innovations were the prerogative
of states that could afford it without pursuing profits. Now the technology giants are
so rich that they, not the states, are spending money on revolutionary technologies
that change daily and make the requirement for new technology education
mandatory. This can be provided through the Green Uni Network project with online
learning in informatics and computer science / ICS /.
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It is important to touch on the fact that the Myth of obtaining a European diploma /
certification / from a famous university was developed by the industrial complex,
namely that no one has the ability to do useful and well-paid job without a certificate.
In many situations, this is important, but on the other hand, over time, obstacles are
created, people who are talented and can make a difference and innovations are
slowed down. Those in power try to exclude employees who are not certified. Of
course - this is not a fact. In life, again and again we have examples of respected
world leaders in every field. Our Green Uni Network project shatters the myth that a
European degree can only be obtained from a well-known university in the standard
way with face-to-face access, which is considered to be a rool. The magical power of
the desire to graduate with a European degree has nothing to do with the magical
power of institutions, as they regularly prove that they make mistakes in their ability
to select, model and develop people and e-leaders from the rest of the world. Most of
them are ambitious to have the necessary Euro diploma of E-leaders, obtained by
distance learning and to realize the global digitalization and change that the world
needs. Distance learning does not need to start a war with the Educational Status
Quo, because the accreditation by the governments and ministries of education of
the countries in the European Union for this training is already a fact, because of the
pandemic measures and young people want it. It is known that a great weakness of
distance learning is the weak social contacts and communications, for which the
project Green Uni Network applies MANAGEMENT OF VIRTUAL student groups. For
them, the life cycle of a systematic process is determined - formation, operation,
effective work on common three-year projects until graduation. Smart goals are being
set for achievable joint activities on projects as Thinking Clouds, Computer for ultrafast calculations for educational purposes, Platforms for IT education with Artificial
Intelligence and Blockchain and others. They compensate (following Harvard's
example) for the missing social contacts of online learning.
How big are the market opportunities?
Fractional ownership and third-party intermediation are expected to significantly
reduce transaction costs, improve transparency and efficiency, reduce counterparty
risk and, more importantly, unlock huge groups of new liquidity for digital-oriented
issuers and investors.
The very spirit and scale of the potential size of the market makes it extremely
difficult to quantify the potential value of what can be tokenized and traded.
According to Mosaic Markets, some estimates suggest that a new tokenized
economy could reach $ 24 trillion by 2027. Bolder estimates suggest that the size of
the future new market could reach $ 250 trillion. It is clear that blockchain
technology and distributed ledger are transforming global financial markets on a
tectonic scale. They will look radically different by 2030.
The Green Uni Network and Greeny tokens have the potential to become a
powerful combination and to provide security and transparency in all activities related
to educational services in the field of information technology and computer science,
and thus win a vast market.
The ICO pre-sale is a symbolic sale event that takes place in almost all
blockchain projects before the official ICO campaign is officially announced.
Fundraising prices at this stage are significantly lower than the basic ones at the start
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of the ICO campaign, as the tokens are usually sold at a big discount. Many projects
use pre-sales as a way to raise funds to cover costs incurred before the main ICO
campaign, while investors see successful pre-sales as a social validation. This is very
important in order to gain the trust of strategic investors, as they will usually request
a meeting, a detailed study of the business model and investing not only through the
ICO model, but also through the future sale of larger quantities of tokens.
Tokens are a financial tool for building real blockchain projects, not a way to
finance startups.
3.3. BENEFITS OF GREENY TOKENS
There are several advantages in the concept of Greeny tokens, some of which
we point out below, and the list can and will be supplemented with the development
of the Green Uni network project:
FOR STUDENTS:
Hedging against inflation;
Potential opportunity to increase the value of Greeny tokens and they could be
traded later;
As an example, if you buy the provision of services for a future date worth
1000 Greeny tokens for say 750 Greeny tokens at current prices, then you are
buying, for example, educational services for a future date. If there is an
increase in the value of Greeny tokens, this may result in higher value of
educational services for the customer;
Guarantee element - by purchasing a contract now, you guarantee future
access to protected educational services at a reduced price;
Contracts are transferable to promote trade, or there may be various forms
and types of contracts or tokens between participants in the Green Uni
network.
Receiving awards and bonuses as loyal customers and partners;
Right to vote when discussing proposals and taking decisions for the
development of the Green Uni network.
FOR PROVIDERS OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES:
It can help with cash flow;
Method of raising funds - interest-free;
Guaranteeing future work;
Attracting new customers (students) by offering educational services at
preferential prices to participants in the Green Uni Network.
By increasing the value of Greeny tokens, educational service providers could
outsource contracts;
Education service providers can cooperate with each other, which will
encourage resource maximization;
Additional added value that can be derived from additional services needed to
perform the contracts;
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Through word of mouth and positive feedback, there is the potential to
increase the number of students using the services of Green Uni Network.
A tool for awards and bonuses to loyal customers and partners.
Right to vote when discussing proposals and taking decisions for the
development of the Green Uni network.
This clearly illustrates the huge potential of Green Uni Network's innovative
concepts for all participating members and the exciting new educational
opportunities provided by the use of smart contracts and cryptocurrency trading.
From a technical point of view, the Green Uni Network is essentially a system of
upgradeable smart contracts that are transferable - they can change both the
customer and the educational service provider. Through our platform, both the
customer and the supplier can decide what to do with the contract they have.
Customers (students) can use the contract, can send contracts to relatives or friends
or sell the contract at a certain price. Service providers can hold the contract, can
send it or sell it to another provider. All this will only be achieved by changing simple
values in the smart contract and these changes can only be made by the owner. The
provider can transfer the contact to another provider and the client (student) may
transfer the contract to another client (student).
Our platform will be connected to the Binance Smart Chain, so that all updates
can be easily performed through it, providing our students with easy access to secure
educational services.
3.4. TARGET AUDIENCE AND RESULTS FORECAST
In preparing the project, a realistic approach. We assume that the target
audience is about 0.30% of the world's population, which is approximately 230
million people wishing to get European IT education through online learning, resulting
with a European diploma.
Although the team considers this to be a realistic forecast, recent studies of
global trends show that the demand for such education is constantly growing not only
due to the Covid pandemic, but also due to other systemically acting determinants. In
this sense, there are good reasons to say that the forecast is pessimistic and the
number of potential users of the project services will continue to grow.
As early as 2013, Clayton Christensen, a well-known professor at Harvard
Business School, predicted that online education would destroy traditional higher
education in the same way that steam energy took sailing ships out of business. And
that was said before anyone have heard of Covid-19.
Technological improvements have brought distance learning to the threshold
of rapid market penetration. It is known that higher education institutions offer three
value components:
1) diploma;
2) education;
3) experiences.
The third component is significantly reduced in online learning. But the first two
components of training costs are becoming much, much more profitable. Costs are
reduced, spatial constraints are eliminated. All this makes online learning much more
14

accessible to the general public and to young people from outside Europe, seeking
European education and a diploma.
The following main groups of costs are forecasted for the promotion and
development of the project:
1. Creation and development of the product - € 6 000 000, including:
1.1. IT team, outsourcing, licensing - € 4,800,000
1.2. Equipment, software, testing, etc. - € 1,200,000
2. Marketing - € 4 800 000, including:
2.1. Advertising and video production - € 4,200,000
2.2. Conferences and other events - € 600,000
3. Direct costs other than salaries are expected, approximately 3% of income.
4. Annual operating costs, other than wages, are estimated at € 180,000,
which will increase at the rate of inflation.
5. After the initial creation of the network, the annual marketing costs are
projected to increase by € 160,000.
6. Wage costs are projected as follows:
6.1. Managers - 2, salary € 4,000 per month - € 8 000
6.2. Finance administrators - 5, salary 2500 € per month - € 12 500
6.3. IT managers - 3, salary 3500 € per month - € 10 500
6.4. IT staff - 16, salary € 2,800 per month - € 44 800
6.5. Marketing managers - 2, salary 3500 € per month - € 7 000
6.6. Marketing staff - 8, salary 2600 € per month - € 20 800
7. When forecasting wages, an annual inflation rate of 3.5% is expected.
8. As the resident of the company will initially be in Bulgaria, a tax regime is
adopted as follows:
- corporate tax - 10%
- value added tax - 20%
In the future, a more favorable tax regime will be sought.
9. With this forecast, it is expected that in 2022 there will be a cumulative fund
for the development of the Green Uni Network of approximately € 135,000,000.
3.5. GREEN UNI NETWORK DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
The Green Uni Network project pays serious attention and scientific approach
to the Strategy, due to its long-term nature under certain conditions of uncertainty.
We realize that resources to achieve goals are usually limited. This requires strategic
management of the entire project, which includes - policy, procedures, rules, mediumterm and operational plans, projects of the Platform Economy in business plans and
budgets. Particular attention is paid to the International Strategy, the risk in strategic
decisions, the strategic control and evaluation of the management of the strategic
process, in order to obtain high business results and high value of the Greeny token.
It also relies on the good connection with the trends of the stock exchange price of
the BNB, based on the accelerated scientific and strategic development of Binance /
BNB / reached record high levels in early September 2021. This opportunity,
according to analysts, will continue the impressive performance of cryptocurrencies,
and will lead to the next phase - a cycle of Super Bull by the end of 2021. In this
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regard, our strategy is to expect the Green Uni Network project to attract the attention
of 55% of the world's 100 largest asset management banks, which invest directly or
indirectly in projects, related to blockchain - UBS, Citibank, MUFG, ING, BBVA, BNB
and others.
The Strategy adopted in the project takes into account the diversity of
platforms, business cases and solutions for building the entire ecosystem of Green
Uni Network. A simple and clear model is followed, facilitating the implementation
and establishing trust in the use of the Greeny token in the Green Uni Network
project.
First Strategic Goal – Building a Network of licensed primary and secondary
schools and accredited higher education institutions and organizations. The Green
Uni Network project is being built with the Strategic Goal - a Network of European
organizations and educational institutions accredited for online learning in Europe.
The beginning was set with the educational units of “Plovdiv Tech Park” PLC and
Varna Free University "Chernorizets Hrabar”- Department of Informatics.
Second Strategic Goal of the project - Joint work on the construction of the
Network together with charitable Foundations. The beginning was set with “BIT Forum
“Mahatma Gandhi” foundation, the “International Institure for Cooperative Research”
foundation and others.
OTHER STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS ARE:
1. Issuance of Greeny token for raising funds for the development of the Green
Uni Network project on the important condition that the tokens could be spent
immediately after generation, because the project has a built and functioning the first
version of the Platforms of public companies with more than 30 annual history.
2. Expansion of the market of educational services through online learning in
Informatics and Computer Science and the existing Platforms around the world.
3. Attracting users of educational services and of the token through a
comprehensive system of prizes and airdrop.
4. Attracting providers of education aids and textbooks in E-Unimag from
European accredited schools.
5. Attracting developers of software applications, as well as registration of
software products for Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain in the E-library.
6. The construction of the Green Uni Network ecosystem is projected to have
an unsurpassed effect worldwide in reducing the cost of education rewarded with a
European diploma from High school, College and Higher school.
7. Attracting and rewarding researchers, teachers, certified business leaders
and business leaders as lecturers in Informatics and Computer Science.
8. Attracting to the Network any educational businesses who want to connect
with Greeny Token after the relevant checks and quality assessment.
9. Development of the Network through direct participation of charitable funds
and enhancement of its functions with a mutual fund on Greeny tokens to provide
educational exspenditures for online learning.
10. Assessment of the strategic situations and the impact of the specific
external environment, analysis of the elements of the restrictions due to the Epidemic
and combination with the elements of social communication.
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11. Building a phased international strategy to attract students, teachers and
lecturers from around the world.
12. Discussion once a year on reasons for implementation of Strategic
Management in the Green Uni Network project to provide opportunities for the
necessary changes in the management approach, market and marketing concept.
Particular strategic attention is paid to the annual development and
improvement of the PLATFORM BUSINESS MODELS, which in the Green Uni Network
project we divide into two main types:
The first type are the innovative platforms of common technological elements smartphone applications, digital content and access to data, which make the
platform increasingly useful and creating network effects, cloud services, acting as
smartphone ecosystems.
The second type of Platforms in the project we call transactional platforms,
which are mainly intermediaries - E-library or the electronic market of E-Unimag,
which provide access to various goods and services. By attracting more participants,
these transactional platforms become more useful and unique, and ensure the
operation of the ecosystem of Green Uni Network.
The strategic approach of the project managers is to form a Platform Thinking
in the existing team, so that the project could Generate Network Effects, Multihoming
and Artificial Intelligence in its development. The unique feature of network effects is
that the value and benefit that the user of the Green Uni Network gets - effectively
and de facto, increases as more people and organizations participate and use the
Platforms. Then they introduce more innovative solutions for online learning in
Informatics and Computer Science, so that people from all over the world could
receive low-cost European diplomas as successful graduates of High School, College
and University.
4. TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORMS
4.1. EUROPEAN EDUCATION THROUGH THE SMART STUDENT PLATFORM
The dream of many young people is to study in the best European colleges and
universities. But they also know that it is not at all easy to be accepted in these
universities. Well, if you have a Smart Student platform of the Green Uni network,
nothing will stop you from achieving those dreams. Smart Student offers these
schools at your fingertips.
One can learn everything in the field of IT technologies from the Smart Student
platform. There are more than 3000 IT courses of the best teachers in informatics
and computer science, artificial intelligence, cyber security, cloud technologies,
analytical skills, programming and much more.
Benefits of the Smart Student platform:
 Communication channel, providing quick and easy connection with teachers
and fellow students;
 Meaningful reviews (with added photos, videos, reviews) about subjects,
teachers, fellow students, etc.;
 Information on costs of the educational process and bonuses;
 Experience gained from fellow students in college or university
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The Smart Student platform’s purpose is to manage user profiles, store,
organize learning materials and feed content to the Smart Student App. It is designed
to be scalable and to easily process huge databases, using the principles of parallel
information processing. The platform will be built in modules, which will allow the
following actions without any problems: adding, removing or editing individual parts of
it without affecting its overall functionality. During its development, the highest
security standards are set for both the profiles and the available data. The platform
has algorithms for Artificial Intelligence (AI), which will be for a more complete user
experience, analysis of the usage of the platform and predictions for future actions.
In addition to managing the content of the Smart Student App, a "light" Web
user interface will be created for the platform, which will facilitate the use of the
platform by desktops, laptops, embedded devices, smart TVs and more.
Technologically, the Smart Student Platform will be written in Python with the ability
to provide an API. With the API, the information from the platform can be provided to
other partners and organizations.
The development of the Educational Platforms in the project is based on a
study of world experience and the formation of a vision for an e-learning environment
(ELE). The fourth generation for development is based on the intellectualization,
personalization and adaptation of the learning material to the needs of the specific
user, who is at the center of global educational resources, not the teacher and local
resources, i.e. technologies - cognitive, multiagent and linguistic.
The created virtual learning technology will provide unlimited access to
learning resources to individual information data through integrated applications,
shared data warehouses for reusable learning resources. Students and learners will
be able to store training courses on their computer. Teachers will have the
opportunity to publish the course content on CD, DVD, USB, etc. for review by
students who do not have the access to good internet.
The objective will be to put students and learners at the center of the learning
process. In this way, all aspects of student life will be integrated, improving not only
learning, but also the retention and attraction of students. With the help of the
platform, students can receive their degree while working full time or while caring for
their families.
Educational communities can communicate by e-mail, both teachers with one
student and groups of students.
Open source methods will also be applied, allowing teachers to combine
standard-based teaching materials created by different universities into learning
organizations. In the training course, in addition to a description of the training
materials, a plan for training of a specific user, use of test questions in tasks, course
projects, etc. will be developed. There will also be all sorts of other ways for social
contacts and digital detoxification, music, art, games, ultra-fast computing projects,
thinking clouds and more. The roles in the learning process are defined - guest,
student, teacher and administrator for the formation of society.
Thus, the Green Uni Network project enables a huge number of people around
the world (over 600 million in India and China) to obtain a higher education degree
with a legitimate "European diploma" without leaving the family and work
environment. Or this is an evolution from "bricks" (buildings) to a virtual electronic
university (VeU).
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VeU is a web-based environment that models the learning process in the Green
Uni network, which has many advantages over traditional universities:
-

Saving costs for transport, accommodation, visas, etc.
Virtual E-library, access to E-resources, articles, etc.
Bringing education closer to the student, instead of practice
Adaptation of the student to the university.

By adhering to the concept of VeU and E-Library in the Green Uni network, the
potential users of educational services will be:
- People who have not had the opportunity to study so far;
- People who need to master Informatics and Computer Science in order to keep
their jobs and income at the moment;
- People who have difficulties in obtaining a visa to study in a member state of
the European Union;
- Progressive educational institutions with a view to the future development of
the world and the imposition of blockchain in the educational process.

4.2. EDUCATIONAL APP - SMART STUDENT APP
Overview. Statistics.
Globalization and the thirst for accurate and useful information at every moment
of everyday life makes the use of smartphones widespread.
The need for navigation, communication, why not instant payment without
having to visit exchange offices, without the inconvenience of carrying fiat money,
which may be insufficient, lost or stolen, makes people prefer digital ways to cope,
because they bring them convenience, speed and security.
According to world surveys for 2021 smart phone users are close to 3.8 billion
out of a population of 7.9 billion, with a tendency to increase. By 2023, mobile users
will reach 7.33 billion.
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Functionality
What is the advantage of using the Smart Student App?
The Smart Student App will be with the student at every step. It is focused entirely
on the learning process, so its interface is lightweight.
Smart Student App users? They can create their own "Student Diary" to share with
other participants. There is also an option to share the posts they create on social
networks.
This creates an ecosystem composed only of students and teachers, in which it is
easy to find solemates from whom to be inspired and gain experience. And why not
become supporters? The chat system makes the connection available, both in order to
receive more information about subjects and to organize joint events.
Another benefit is that those who are passionate about the idea of a single
community can keep track of how many tokens have been spent on training,
respectively how much money has been saved due to the lack of commissions and
whether there are bonuses earned.

Security

The mobile application has a high degree of security. Users will be protected from
malicious access and notified in the event of an attempted attack.

Technologies used

In order to be with fast performance and a high degree of reliability for the Smart
Student App we use the most established technologies for creating Native Android
applications.
Currently, the Smart Student App is in the final stages of its development. The app
will be available for free download from Google Play and the App Store until the end of
2021.
The Smart Student App is the best solution to this problem. The Smart Student
App classroom is essentially a virtual classroom. This means we can use it to seamlessly
send messages, create classes, start discussions, send and evaluate assignments,
request comments and responses, share resources, and more.
It's also easy to set up a classroom in the Smart Student App. Teachers share
code with the class. And students can join by simply entering the codes. This is all you
need to create a virtual classroom.

4.3. ELECTRONIC LIBRARY
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
The goals and objectives of the e-library project, which will be achieved after its
completion, are discussed in this subchapter. The main goals of the project are:
● Online access to books and educational literature
● Search column to check the availability of books and educational resources
● A place to download the necessary books
● Video tutorials for students and pupils
▪ Administrator login page, where the administrator (librarian) can add
books, videos or web page sources – administrative pannel
▪ Open links to educational websites
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Our e-library is a platform for library systems, which are usually small or medium
in size. It is managed by an administrator ("librarian") who will manage the system
using software where he / she will be able to add new books, videos or web page
resources.
Artificial intelligence will be introduced into the library system with the help of
which it will be monitored for published: new textbooks, publications, articles, etc. In
this way, the library will have the most up-to-date content.
Books and student help modules are also included in this system, which will
take data from students using the library. It will also contain a detailed description of
the books that the library contains. With this computerized system it will be possible
to more accurately track which book was taken and from whom it was taken.
All of these modules help the librarian manage the online library more
conveniently and efficiently than in normal non-computerized library systems.
PROJECT REQUIREMENTS
There will be some requirements for who will have access to the electronic library.
Because it will be part of the Green Uni network, its use will be limited to people who
have a Greeny token. Authors of educational content will be able to sell their
materials or provide them for free. When downloading study materials, the data
about the user (student) are recorded in the blockchain chain, which certifies their
use.
IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
• Identification data (username, password) will be required to log in to the
online library
• New users must have the option to register
• Users must enter their first and last name
• Users must enter a registration address
• Users must enter an email and contact phone
• Users should have a security question in case the password is lost
• Administrators should be able to make changes to the e-library
• Administrators must be able to edit the user profiles
• Administrators will maintain the status of the books
• Administrators will have their own identification data to log in to administrator’s
account
SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS
◆ Description
The electronic library is a computerized system that helps the "librarian" in
managing the daily activities of the library in electronic format. This system is much
faster and more efficient than the traditional one and also reduces the risk of written
documentation such as loss of documents and damaged files.

◆ Main problems with physical libraries
• File loss - With a non-computerized system, it is always possible to lose files
due to human mistake.
• Search archives - When all the documentation is in the form of paper files, it
is much more difficult to search the archives in order to find a specific document.
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• Higher costs - The more users of the library, the more the physical space in
which new documents will have to be stored will increase. If there is no computerized
system, additional document storage costs may be required.
◆ Purposes of the system
The purpose of this computerized system is to improve control and
performance. The system is designed to be able to deal with current issues and
problems of the library. This online platform will also have less cost as less human
capital will be needed. It will also save a lot of time, because you will be able to view
the archives with just a few clicks and keywords. There will also be a space for
teachers and professors to upload their notes from lessons and lectures.
BIBLIOTHERAPY
What is bibliotherapy?
Bibliotherapy can most easily be defined as psychological growth and healing
through reading. Most people who are familiar with this area recognize two different
branches of bibliotherapy, although the exact boundary between these two branches
cannot be easily drawn.
- "Evolutionary bibliotherapy" deals with the development of the mind and is
used mainly in public or educational institutions to help children and adults with
common everyday problems.
- "Clinical" or "therapeutic bibliotherapy" - this is the use of books in the context
of occupational therapy to treat a diagnosed emotional disorder or mitigate the
negative impact on life caused by such a mental problem. Therapeutic bibliotherapy
is most often used in addition to traditional medical treatments.
The therapeutic effect of reading a book has been known for centuries. This
project is looking for a modern application.
Bibliotherapy is a general concept rather than a strictly defined therapeutic
method. It can sometimes be as simple as simply prescribing books, ie. instruct a
student, client, or patient to read a specific book that is supposed to help.
An option for bibliotherapy will be implemented in the e-library of the Green Uni
network. Users of the online library will be able to fill out a form with various
questions related to their spiritual and emotional state. Once the user has answered
the relevant questions, certain books selected by artificial intelligence will be
recommended. These books will help the user with a problem, will relieve the stress
he is experiencing, etc.
4.4. E-UNIMAG TRADING PLATFORM
Electronic University Shop (E-Unimag) - Offering products that focus on
innovative teaching methods. Through E-Unimag each student will be able to make
their studies as easy as possible.
According to the tasks and courses they have to complete, students will find
the most appropriate tools for them. Thanks to E-Unimag, students will be able to
purchase textbooks, aids and literature suitable for their courses against tokens.
Purchasing relevant literature will be is done in a safe and fast way through
blockchain technology.
The main function of the database is tokenization. The platform provides all
the features to make this process as easy as possible.
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E-Unimag creates an ecosystem in which students and organizations can easily
access all the necessary educational tools.
4.5. WORLD EDUCATIONAL STATUS
One of the areas in which blockchain is beginning to be actively integrated is
document storage and control. It is especially important to have guarantees that no
one will be able to manipulate the data and will not be able to overwrite it. In
addition, everyone has information about who added one or another record to the
system. Such an approach can be used not only for ID cards or property documents,
but is also extremely suitable for education. This technology is changing the way data
is stored and can probably even be considered revolutionary in this area.
Companies hiring new employees often have difficulty verifying documents. We
are convinced that the blockchain is able to simplify the process of verifying
educational data used around the world.
Many people know the story when the former head of Yahoo submitted false
documents for graduating from an educational institution in Stonehill. Many then
condemned the company's human resources department for failing to properly check
their director.
The only method for such verification can only be sending a request to an
educational institution. If a company makes such a request, then it takes them up to
two weeks to start reviewing the request and the same time to get a response. This
will not cause inconvenience for small companies, but it is absolutely unsuitable for
large companies, which employ on a large number of employees in hundreds of
structures every year.
Our mission is:

• Creating a global network of universities in the world, employers and
national and international organizations with similar activities, through access to an
online platform for communication, promotion of good practices, publication of
innovations and articles, research and analysis in education. Creating a secure
database of graduates, with all their certified documents and their relationship with
employers.
Suppose a graduate student applies for a job. The employer will be able to
consult the platform and obtain all certified diplomas of the respective candidate.
First developments

To investigate this important issue, our staff conducted a survey and
demonstrated how to record data on the availability of an educational document in
the blockchain chain and how to manage it.
To do this, we use one of the functions of the blockchain, which allows you to
write additional information in each transaction. The hash of the document is
calculated and attached to the transaction by signing with your own encrypted
signature. After five blockchain confirmations, this certificate will always be available
in the system.
We believe that the use of blockchain technology and high-quality coding can
help create a perfect system for monitoring educational achievements. The employer
will receive a CV in electronic form and can be sure of its authenticity.
This project will also be based on the blockchain of the most popular
cryptocurrency BNB for writing secure certificates there, which are protected from
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unauthorized use, but with one significant difference. It will be in the approach to
issuing a certificate.
The graduate must first send the public key to their school, which uses its key
to hash the document and save it in a blockchain. This way, anyone can verify the
authenticity of the certificate in the future.
With this project, we believe that there is currently no more comprehensive
service for this task than this open standard. It includes everything you need to
create and validate blockchain compatible documents.
Perspectives of use

The use of a blockchain by the education system is not limited to the storage
of documents in the database. All the advantages of this technology can radically
change the education system, for example, to contribute to online learning. The
offering of online courses is constantly increasing because they are cheaper and
allow you to gain knowledge from anywhere in the world where there is internet. And
if you combine different courses in blocks, you can develop areas of study for many
specialties. In addition to all this, blockchain standards need to be developed that will
allow the recognition of all diplomas and certificates anywhere in the world.
Globalization

But what will we get if we standardize all diplomas and certificates and write
them in a blockchain? What development opportunities does this give us?
As you know, diplomas and certificates are designed to confirm that the
candidate has a certain set of knowledge and skills. Thus, if this data is stored in a
system and disseminated through it, the companies have the opportunity to create a
search system for professionals with a certain set of skills. This regulates the demand
for certain professions and stimulates training in courses in the most popular
specialties at that time.
A candidate for the position will be able to obtain information about the
necessary knowledge to apply for this job. Educational institutions, in turn, will offer
the opportunity for a dynamic choice of courses so that the student can decide what
skills he/she will have in the future.
Such an approach to reforming the education system can permanently solve
the problem of reduced demand for some curricula, which is due to the very rapid
development of the IT field.
What is the future?

Labor market trends change every year. Technology is evolving faster than
ever, leading to a change in the importance of different professions in all areas of
work. The education system is also not always able to provide appropriate training
programs, which sometimes become obsolete even before graduates receive their
diplomas. With the creation of a system that would allow to see the requirements for
professionals in real time, there will be an understanding of what changes in the
education system to make. In addition, it will simplify the search for vacancies and
fight the unemployment among educated people. Such a blockchain-based register is
needed for universities, graduates, employers and the education system.
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5. GREENY TOKEN AND TOKENOMICS
Greeny token is a utility token - the fuel that will power all services provided on
platforms of the GREEN UNI network.
When you buy Greeny token, you unlock all the capabilities of our platforms for
educational services in the Green Uni network.
Due to the complexity in purchasing crypto tokens, we are planning to
establish our own crypto exchange for purchases of Greeny tokens with fiat money.
We also plan to make the process of purchasing Greeny tokens and services
easier on Green Uni Network platforms.
From the point of view of the customer who buys Greeny tokens there are no
complicated requirements and processes. But actually, what will happen during each
purchase is that any external payment will be converted to Greeny. The exchange of
fiat money in cryptocurrencies will be provided as a service, although a 2-5% fee may
be required.
The ultimate goal is to build a solid and global IT education program through
the Greeny token and the Green Uni network and to improve the Smart Student
platform, where everyone can participate as a user and holder of tokens.
The Green Uni network will become a complete ecosystem for the world's
population of digitally accessible educational services.
New and old industries, driven by millions of people and new companies, will
build their entire foundation on these decentralized ecosystems based on crypto
tokens. From simple payments to the exchange of important educational data,
fundraising and investment, trade with future contracts, smart contracts and new
services that are being revived at a rapid pace.
Important! The Greeny Token does not constitute capital and does not give
holders dividends or participation in the distribution of profits.
Greeny is a crypto token that can be used as a fuel that powers all the services
provided by the platforms of the Green Uni network.
GREENY TOKENS HAVE FOUR MAIN FUNCTIONS:
Users (students) can pay for
educational products and services on
the Smart Student platform and on all
our other platforms in the Green Uni
network. .

Tool for receiving bonuses, discounts and
other bonuses.

Right to vote when discussing proposals
and taking decisions for the
development of the Green Uni network

Crypto token trading on the open market.

In addition, Greeny will be open to all educational, financial and any other
industries.
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The Greeny token will not be restricted for businesses organizations that would
like to use it as a means of payment.
As the demand for Greeny tokens increases, Greeny's utility will increase and
will allow Greeny owners to use its value to pay for all the services and features that
Green Uni Network and its partners will provide.

5.1. GREENY TOKENS SPECIFICATION
Token Name:
Abbreviation:

Green Uni Token

Type:

Binance Smart Chain - Based

Total Supply:

1 000 000 000

Maximum Tokens Offered to public
during ICO:

500 000 000 (50 %)

Greeny

ICO soft cap

ICO hard cap

1 000

50 000

Binance BNB

Binance BNB

Our token has all the necessary functions and characteristics that meet the
standards. The token is based on Binance Smart Chain, which is currently the best
evolving crypto network. The code has been implemented in the Binance network
brings more transparency to our project.
Greeny Token’s purpose is to connect all educational services in the Green Uni
Network through our platforms, which create a real-time environment, based on smart
contracts. Increasing the number of offers and demand guarantees an increase in the
price of the token.
The Greeny token is designed as a high-performance system that will do its core
activities in Binance Smart Chain. As most of the heavy insensitive activity will be
performed by our servers, we expect to process extremely large volumes of
transactions.
5.2. TOKEN ALLOCATION
500 million Greeny tokens will be offered for sale during all ICO events (pre-sale
and public sale).
The rest of the Greeny tokens up to 500 million tokens that were not sold during
the ICO will be burned. So all tokens sold during the ICO will represent 50% of the
total number of Greeny tokens.
After the end of the ICO, the remaining 50% of the tokens will be generated and
distributed for the following activities of the Green Uni network:
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 15% Future development
 15% Team and advisors
 5% Airdrops (gifts)
 5% Charitable Fund
 10% Tokens for retail sale after ICO
The tokens distributed for the activities of the Green Uni network, together with 50%
of tokens sold during the ICO, will represent 100% of the Greeny tokens.
Note: Prior to the pre-sales, up to 0.5 % of all tokens will be distributed as
airdrop prizes to independent participants in a social media marketing campaign to
promote the network.
5.3. UTILIZATION OF RAISED RESOURCES
The resources collected from the sale of Greeny tokens during the ICO,
representing 50% of the total number of all tokens of the Green Uni network, will be
used as follows:
40% For core development of Greeny tokens and improvement of blockchain
platforms, including the Smart Student education platform, a store for education
APPs, an electronic library, etc. This includes the development of different layers of
infrastructure and interface in order to improve the user experience, develop new
features and make the integration of new business and individual users seamless.
10% For operating, management and administrative expenses, as well as
unforeseen expenses. This budget function will provide stable and efficient daily
maintenance of the Green Uni ecosystem, ensuring high quality management,
operations and customer support.
40% For marketing, business development of new business users and
institutional partners around the world, community activities and building ecosystems
using a combination of traditional marketing channels and new non-standard
approaches.
10% Legal compliance - blockchain and digital assets are emerging concepts
that are more or less still in the early stages of their development. The increase in
their use will inevitably affect their legal framework. Legal compliance will become
one of the main factors for success in the education industry, therefore we alocate a
special budget to deal with potential legal risk and to ensure that our ecosystem of
platforms and services meet the regulatory requirements, laws and regulations of
various jurisdiction. In addition, we will ensure that we have the systems and
procedures to conduct all Greeny token transactions in the most transparent and
clear way possible, adopting international accounting and financial reporting
standards where applicable.
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5.4. LOYALTY PROGRAM
The Loyalty program allows members to receive discounts when paying for
educational services in the Green Uni network, loyalty rewards and additional
discounts when paying with Greeny tokens. Program members are also eligible to
vote on proposals to manage Green Uni Network according to their level of loyalty.
Green Uni prizes can be reserved for future purchases or used to participate in
the Loyalty Program. By locking Greeny tokens for a certain period of time, members
are entitled to receive the appropriate discounts and loyalty rewards.
The higher the level of Loyalty, the greater the rewards.
Community voting offers Greeny token holders the opportunity to take key
decisions about the Green Uni Network. The voting power of Loyalty Program
members increases in proportion to their level, i.e. the voting right of a Loyalty Level 5
member is five times greater than that of Loyalty Level 1 members.
To activate the Loyalty Program, each member must lock Greeny tokens for a
minimum of 10 days.
THE FIVE LEVELS OF LOYALTY ARE AS FOLLOWS:
LOYALTY LEVEL 1

Amount of Greeny tokens

You must lock 2000 Greeny tokens for 10 days to
activate this first level of the loyalty program.

Loyalty Discounts

You receive up to 1% discount on purchases made on a
Green Uni Network platform. The discount will be applied
directly to the prices indicated in the platform.

Loyalty Rewards

You receive up to 1% loyalty reward for purchases made
on the Green Uni Network platform. These prizes will be
paid out directly into your wallet in Greeny tokens.

Loyalty Payments

You get up to 1% an additional discount on purchases
made on the Green Uni Network platform when Greeny
tokens are used as a method of payment.

Loyalty Management

You have 1 vote “yes” or “No” in decisions about
management

LOYALTY LEVEL 2

Amount of Greeny tokens
Loyalty Discounts
Loyalty Rewards
Loyalty Payments
Loyalty Management

You must lock 4000 Greeny tokens for 20 days to
activate this first level of the loyalty program.
You receive up to 2% discount on purchases made on a
Green Uni Network platform. The discount will be applied
directly to the prices indicated in the platform.
You receive up to 2% loyalty reward for purchases made
on the Green Uni Network platform. These prizes will be
paid out directly into your wallet in Greeny tokens.
You get up to 2% an additional discount on purchases
made on the Green Uni Network platform when Greeny
tokens are used as a method of payment.
You have 2 votes “yes” or “No” in decisions about
management
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LOYALTY LEVEL 3

Amount of Greeny tokens
Loyalty Discounts
Loyalty Rewards
Loyalty Payments
Loyalty Management

You must lock 6000 Greeny tokens for 30 days to
activate this first level of the loyalty program.
You receive up to 3% discount on purchases made on a
Green Uni Network platform. The discount will be applied
directly to the prices indicated in the platform.
You receive up to 3% loyalty reward for purchases made
on the Green Uni Network platform. These prizes will be
paid out directly into your wallet in Greeny tokens.
You get up to 3% an additional discount on purchases
made on the Green Uni Network platform when Greeny
tokens are used as a method of payment.
You have 3 votes “yes” or “No” in decisions about
management

LOYALTY LEVEL 4

Amount of Greeny tokens
Loyalty Discounts
Loyalty Rewards
Loyalty Payments
Loyalty Management
LOYALTY LEVEL 5

Amount of Greeny tokens
Loyalty Discounts
Loyalty Rewards
Loyalty Payments
Loyalty Management

You must lock 8000 Greeny tokens for 40 days to
activate this first level of the loyalty program.
You receive up to 4% discount on purchases made on a
Green Uni Network platform. The discount will be applied
directly to the prices indicated in the platform.
You receive up to 4% loyalty reward for purchases made
on the Green Uni Network platform. These prizes will be
paid out directly into your wallet in Greeny tokens.
You get up to 4% an additional discount on purchases
made on the Green Uni Network platform when Greeny
tokens are used as a method of payment.
You have 4 votes “yes” or “No” in decisions about
management

You must lock 10 000 Greeny tokens for 50 days to
activate this first level of the loyalty program.
You receive up to 5% discount on purchases made on a
Green Uni Network platform. The discount will be applied
directly to the prices indicated in the platform.
You receive up to 5% loyalty reward for purchases made
on the Green Uni Network platform. These prizes will be
paid out directly into your wallet in Greeny tokens.
You get up to 5% an additional discount on purchases
made on the Green Uni Network platform when Greeny
tokens are used as a method of payment.
You have 5 votes “yes” or “No” in decisions about
management
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5.5. AFFILIATE PROGRAM
The affiliate program of the Green Uni Network gives you the unique
opportunity to connect with one of the leading networks and platforms for education
around the world.
Each affiliate program partner integrates its educational activities through its
channels and in return earns a 5% commission for each payment for an educational
service through a platform of the Green Uni Network.
The products of the Green Uni Network will be constantly optimized and
updated to ensure that a seamless and enjoyable experience is offered in order to
maximize transactions.
The benefits for the affiliate program partners of the Green Uni Network are in
expanding the number of clients/students and a number of options for receiving their
commissions, including in Greeny tokens, Binance BNB, ETH, BTC and USDT, BUSD,
and in more crypto currencies in the future .

5.6. INVITATION PROGRAM
Green Uni Network users can refer friends or family members to the Green Uni
Network platforms and receive a reward for each referral. When the referent makes a
successful payment, he receives a reward in Greeny tokens in the amount of 5% of
the value of the order. The referrer also receives Greeny tokens in the amount of 5%
of the order value of each invited friend who makes a payment.

5.7. GUARANTEEING THE SMART CONTRACTS
Guaranteeing the reliability of smart contracts is done through Binance Smart
Chain for smart contracts.
What is s Smart Contract
A smart contract is an automated agreement, written in code, that tracks,
verifies, and executes binding contract transactions between different parties.
Contract transactions are executed automatically through the smart contract code
when pre-defined conditions are met. Smart contracts are self-executing and are
reliable and do not require the action or presence of third parties. The smart contract
code is stored and distributed in a decentralized blockchain network, which makes it
transparent and irreversible.
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6. ROADMAP
2018
Blockchain research
Creating a blockchain laboratory
Creating the Smart Student platform - alpha version
2019
Establishment of a College, a Project for International Higher School of
Informatics and E-Leadership and a High School with a professional
specialization in Informatics and Computer Science
2020
The idea for the Green Uni Network was born
Research of the problems in IT education
Creating a team of developers
Search for partners and advisors
2021
In-depth study of the problems in IT education
Identification of the project objectives and market research
Launch of Green Uni Website - alpha version
Creating a Whitepaper
Launch of the mobile application Smart Student App - alpha version
Launch of the full version of the Green Uni website
2022
Pre-sale of tokens (PreSell) - in four stages
Launch of a public sale of Greeny tokens
Utilization of reised resources - distribution of tokens
Launch of the Smart Student platform - beta version
Listing of Greeny tokens in at least 5 large cryptocurrencies
Inviting educational service providers to join the Green Uni Network
Establishment and registration of a Charitable Fund and launch of
initiatives for donation projects and selection for funding.

2023
Launch of the platforms with a minimum of 1000 approved providers of IT
educational services
Upgrading the Smart Student platform (Artificial intelligence for data
processing for reputation research of IT educational services and students,
etc.) - beta version
Creating an Electronic Library - alpha version
Creating the technology "World Educational Status" - alpha version
Upgrade of the E-UNIMAG trading platform
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2024
Upgrade of the Smart Student platform, beta version - full functionality
Upgrade of the Smart Student App mobile application - beta version
Upgrade of the technology "World Educational Status" - beta version
2025 - and further in time
Developing the benefits of the platforms, adding new services, marketing
and advertising, building and recruiting users and members of the GREEN
UNI network.
TOKEN SALE TERMS
The sale of Greeny tokens will be carried out by an EU-based limited liability
company "Popular Kassa - 95" JSC., which is established and operates in accordance
with the laws of the Republic of Bulgaria.

TOKEN PRICE
The general price of the token is set as follows:

1 Binance BNB = 10 000 Greeny Tokens
However, during the various stages of the ICO and the various ICO events,
various bonuses will be added as follows:

PRESALE IN FOUR STAGES
From 11.07.2022 to 31.08.2022
PRESALE - STAGE 1
From 11.07.2022 to 20.07.2022

Bonus 20%

Token price:

1 BNB= 12 000 Greeny Tokens

Minimum purchase in BNB: 0.1 BNB

PRESALE - STAGE 2
From 21.07.2022 to 31.07.2022

Bonus 15%

Token price:

1 BNB= 11 500 Greeny Tokens

Minimum purchase in BNB: 0.1 BNB

PRESALE - STAGE 3
From 01.08.2022 to 15.08.2022

Bonus 10%

Token price:

1 BNB= 11 000 Greeny Tokens

Minimum purchase in BNB: 0.1 BNB
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PRESALE - STAGE 4
From 16.08.2022 to 31.08.2022

Bonus 5%

Token price:

1 BNB= 10 500 Greeny Tokens

Minimum purchase in BNB: 0.1 BNB

PUBLIC SALE
From 01.09.2022 to 01.03.2023

No Bonus

Token price:

1 BNB= 10 000 Greeny Tokens

Minimum purchase in BNB: 0.1 BNB

Important Notice: Please note that the price of the token during the public sale
will be determined by the tokens sold and the BNB raised during the pre-sale. An
additional public announcement will be made before the public sale, however the
price will be determined between these levels:
If up to 3 000 BNB raised during pre-sale, the price during public sale will be 1
BNB = 10 000 Greeny.
If between 3 001 and 6 000 BNB raised during pre-sale, the price during public
sale will be 1 BNB = 9 500 Greeny.
If between 6 001 and 9 000 BNB raised during pre-sale, the price during public
sale will be 1 BNB = 9 000 Greeny.
If over 9 001 BNB raised during pre-sale, the price during public sale will be 1
BNB = 8 500 Greeny.
After the end of the token offering, there will be 10% of the available and
circulated Greeny tokens for retail sale. The Retail Sale is an opportunity to purchase
Greeny tokens and use them on the platforms to new users who have not
participated in the ICO.
The retail price of Greeny tokens offered for retail sale on the platform will be
set at x5 times the price during the ICO, therefore ICO provides the opportunity to
purchase Greeny tokens with a significant discount compared to the retail price of
Greeny Tokens.
To ensure safe and secure token purchase process, we will put in place
preventive measures and compliance processes for all participants, which will be
flexible enough yet providing the necessary levels of security.
We will carry out Token Sale only through our website and following the best KYC
and AML practices, ensuring later on an easy access to major and recognized
exchanges.
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Greeny Token smart contract will be published on the Binance network and the
generated tokens will be transferred after the sale ends.
The distribution of the tokens will start 48 hours after the token sale and can
take up to 14 days. If we have any tokens left from the sale, they will be burned. All
investments made in the BNBwill be transferred to the address from which the
amount was sent, if the investment is in fiat money or other cryptocurrency, the
tokens will be sent to the user wallet that is attached to his profile.
7. NFT MARKETPLACE AND OTHER ACTIVITIES OF GREEN UNI NETWORK
7.1. GREEN UNI NFT MARKETPLACE
A non-fungible token (NFT) is a unit of data stored on a digital ledger, called a
blockchain, that certifies a digital asset to be unique and therefore not
interchangeable. These digital assets can be anything that people find unique and
valuable, for example: art, music, games, videos, photos, pictures, cards, documents,
etc.
Binance Smart Chain allows the creation and storage of non-fungible tokens
(NFT).
The Green Uni network envisages the development of an NFT module (market
place), where users will be able to create, sell and buy NFT by Greeny tokens, for
example:
1. Teachers will be able to create and sell educational content - lectures,
textbooks, etc. (which includes remuneration from secondary sales);
2. Creating a series of educational courses in graphic design to be offered as
NFT;
3. Validation of diplomas and degrees by educational institutions, members of
the Green Uni network;
4. Transcripts and records: Not only awards or certificates, but also school
transcripts may be recorded in tokens, which may also include projects, dissertations,
grades, reports and annual achievements to be made available to parents,
guardians, future employers, etc.
5. Digital Arts - College students studying Graphic Design and Film Editing will
be able to create small clips / films to be tokenized in NFT for their own collection
and use or for resale;
6. Creating an NFT community in the Green Uni network, with prizes for
everyone who gets involved and actively participates in the community;
7. Intellectual property on works created by pupils and students, members of
the Green Uni network;
8. Charitable actions for academic fundraising in the form of donations and /
or purchase of student digital works at specially held auctions on the platforms of the
Green Uni network;
Once created, NFT tokens will be available to collectors, who will be able to buy
or resell them at a higher price in the Green Uni network through the NFT market
place module.
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7.2. CHARITY FUND - BIT FORUM “MAHATMA GANDHI “
„The simplest acts of kindness are by far more powerful than a thousand heads
bowing in prayer.” ― Mahatma Gandhi

The charity fund is intended for donors who themselves initiate donation projects on
the blockchain platform of the Green Uni Network, where the funds from the fund will
be announced and distributed. Our blockchain system will allow people to track the
purpose and flow of financial transactions with transparency. The team of Green Uni
Network will perform a professional and strict inspection for project selection and the
organization of cooperation, ensuring that the social impact of each token will be
maximum. On behalf of the beneficiaries, we would like to express our gratitude for
the generosity of each donor.
In this Whitepaper we demonstrate the benefits to all stakeholders of using Greeny
tokens:
in itself creating a better world through better access to quality (healthy)
educational services;
reducing problems in cross-border communication and interaction;
facilitating stakeholders to maximize insufficient resources to address
epidemiological crises.
However, we believe it is our responsibility to contribute even more to this by
creating a better world by helping those with less business success.
The charity fund is registered as a non-profit organization - a foundation that will
offer some of the most modern forms of charity, their management and taxation,
ensuring above all efficiency and transparency. The rotating trustees and managers
of the charity fund will be selected from willing and respected members of the Green
Uni Network, including celebrities, professionals and token holders. In the meantime,
over the years, there will be a call for voluntary contributions and token users will be
notified of the opportunity to donate a small percentage of each transaction they
make, while offering direct transfer of tokens to the charity through special smart
contracts and portfolios, which will be determined for this purpose.
Appropriate, tangible projects in IT education will be identified, aimed at
eradicating global health problems related to the global pandemic and similar
disasters, ie. projects involving anti-epidemic and health measures in educational
sites, members of the Green Uni Network. Projects will be screened against clear and
transparent formal criteria, while the purpose, impact and benefits will be clearly
defined. Each year, from the examined project proposals, the most suitable ones will
be selected for funding through the charity fund, taking into account the analysis of
profitability and the assessment of those that are able to contribute to a better future
of the Green Uni Network.
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Once this information is gathered, a summary will be circulated to all token
holders, who will then be able to vote through a comprehensive digital consultation
process, as these projects need to be funded. The funds in the respective year will
then be distributed in the same proportion by voting.
The next step is to draw up contracts between the fund and the initiators of
charitable projects, quarterly reports will be required, on the basis of which additional
funding will be allocated, in accordance with the conditions set out in the contract.
Each year, when distributing, a report will be prepared to token holders on how
the funds were distributed, the actual results and the benefits derived.
The Green Uni charity fund, created with a percentage of tokens, essentially
applies a working and proven concept in a new and modern context - blockchain and
cryptocurrency transactions.
The autonomous Green Uni charity fund would allow consumers to collectively
bring about positive change in the world and ensure that everyone benefits from the
growing return on capital and despite the growing costs and needs of health and
safety education, not just people with assets and who can afford it.
In addition, the charity is essentially an excellent example of corporate social
responsibility (CSR), which will give consumers a "good feeling" factor and further will
nurture people's altruistic nature. There is a very unfair stereotype that, as a general
rule, crypto users avoid taxes - the charity gives them the opportunity to tax for a good
cause, providing another argument and example of how crypto can change the world
for the better.
7.3. DIGITAL DETOXIFICATION AND MEDICALIZATION CENTER
Digital detoxification is a temporary period of complete exclusion from all
digital devices, in order to improve natural social interaction, reduce stress, and a full
presence in the "offline" world.
Our idea of digital detoxification
Wellness is a concept of well-being and well-being, a life strategy. Wellness is
the overall philosophy of how to live a better and fuller life. The goal is the proper
management of all spheres of life, which will lead to better physical condition and
mental balance. The main dimensions are:
• Physics;
• Career;
• Social communication;
• Intellectual development;
• Emotional state and spirit.
Without taking into account the decade-long discussion on the content of the
term "wellness", we will set out our understanding of "wellness" and it includes:
• Health and environmentally friendly and ecological nutrition
• Beauty and body care / anti-agening /
• Relaxation and anti-stress
• Fitness and movement / vitality /
• Mental harmony and meditation
• Moral and ethical strengthening
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• Social health and contacts
In other words, wellness is a means of strengthening the body, spirit and soul of the
individual.

THE DECISION PROPOSED BY THE DIGITAL DETOXIFICATION CENTER PROJECT:
Medicalization of the modern student
The wellness industry includes everything from preventative drugs to fitness
supplements and vitamins. From smart clothes with tracking technologies to organic
food, superfoods and an abundance of alternative therapies and diets that we use to
arm ourselves against modern life and the potential diseases it brings. Online custom
gene editing programs are expected to appear in the near future, which will "erase"
inherited diseases and add desired attributes, such as a slim waist or high intelligence.

Our mission is to use the technological progress of humanity in building a balanced
lifestyle by intertwining medicalization with new technologies.
"Artificial intelligence will be integrated into everything, and the question is not
whether it will happen, but when it will happen," said Oracle CEO Mark Hurd.
Currently, a team of technical specialists and external consultants in the field of
medicine is developing a task for a chat bot, based on artificial intelligence, to provide
information on the use of food supplements, after setting certain parameters.
At the next stage, the introduction of new functions is envisaged, such as
recommendations for a healthy lifestyle, sample healthy food menus, as well as
recommendations on set parameters.

Interest clubs
Creation of places and zones free of Covid for application of various activities,
which will be carried out by artificial intelligence according to set parameters:
• individual yoga course;
• individual courses for relaxation of the optic nerves - according to the method
of Norbekov;
• Initial steps and rules in different types of dances;
• Meditative practices, etc.
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8. TEAM AND ADVISORS OF THE GREEN UNI NETWORK
8.1. OUR SENIOR ADVISORS
DR. EC. ENG. PETAR NEYCHEV
FOUNDER AND CHIEF FINANCIAL ADVISOR
With more than 30 years of experience in leading positions in a
public holding company and joint stock companies in the financial
and tourism sectors. He specialized in Germany, the USSR,
Czechoslovakia, and the United States - Bank of America. Worked
in Zurich, Switzerland and Vienna, Austria. In 2005 he defended
his dissertation on "Financial analysis of the enterprise". He has led
lecture courses in specialized programs for students in Bulgaria
and abroad. He is the winner of the charity award "Paul Harris" of
Rotary International, the honorary medal "For People with Good
Hearts" of the Foundation "Help the Needy" for 2007 and the
"Plovdiv" Award of Plovdiv Municipality for patronage of art in 2008.
He is the author of 5 books in the field of finance and technology. Founder and publisher of the
magazines "Banks, Investments, Money" and "Finance", "Orpheus Club" and the financial media
www.financebg.com, author of the project "Business Network for Bulgarians around the World"
(BMBS) and the project "Wellness Maritsa". Vice-Chairman of the Union of Economists in Bulgaria
(UIB) since 2000.
He participated in the Establishment of Bankservice JSC and “Slavyani” Bank - Sofia; In the
establishment of the cooperative "Populyarna Kassa" - Plovdiv, "Popularyana Kassa-95" JSC
(investment intermediary with 25 branches in Bulgaria and reached the top 5th place in the ranking
of investment intermediaries), Cooperative "EKD Automol"; In the development of Agrobusinessbank
JSC - Plovdiv as a universal commercial bank with 30 branches in Bulgaria); In the establishment of
“Saedinenie” National Investment Fund, Plovdiv - issued shares in 1992; In the establishment of the
“Accept Invest” JSC financial house, “Saedinenie” National Privatization Fund; In the development of
public companies listed on BSE-Sofia PLC: for Technologies and Innovations Corporation AD, “Ethic
Finance” PLC, “Plovdiv Tech Park” PLC and “Orpheus Club Wellness” PLC.

PROF. DR.EC.SC. ASEN KONAREV
SENIOR ECONOMIC ADVISER
Doctor of Economics since 1982. Professor of Economics and
Management since 1987. He specialized in Moscow State
University - Moscow, HUMBOLD - University of Berlin, University
of Delaware, USA and others. Chairman of the Control Council
of the Association "Regional Scientific and Technical Unions
with the House of Science and Technology - Plovdiv"; Member
of the Board of the “International Institute for Cooperative
Research” Foundation, Plovdiv; Member of the Academic
Council at the University of Food Technology, Plovdiv; Member
of the Faculty Council at the "Faculty of Economics" of UFT;
Member of the editorial board of Finance magazine
www.financebg.com; Member of the editorial board of
“Orpheus” magazine. Long-term manager in a public holding company and joint-stock companies in
the financial and tourist sphere. Long-term university lecturer and author of over 12 books.
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PROF. DR. CHAVDAR DAMYANOV
SENIOR ADVISER ON STRATEGY AND MANAGEMENT
Long-term university lecturer and scientist with main areas of
qualification and research interests in the field of Artificial
Intelligence, Image Recognition, Neural Networks, Robotics and
others. He has over 200 scientific publications in these fields. He is
a member of the Union of Automation and Informatics (SAI), the
Union of Scientists, the Black Sea Electromagnetism Association,
IEEE. Master of Automation and Telemechanics. He specialized in
Russia, Germany and France.

ASSOC. PROF. DR. IVO DIMITROV
SENIOR ADVISER ON STRATEGY IN EDUCATION
INT. Rector of “Mahatma Gandhi” International Higher School of
Informatics and E-Leadership, Plovdiv, Bulgaria.
The teaching activities of Associate Professor Dr. Ivo Dimitrov began
at the Medical University - Sofia. Since June 2020 he has been an
associate professor at the Department of Health Management at
the University of Agribusiness and Rural Development, Plovdiv.
His research interests are focused on the communicative and group
processes of healthcare professionals, characterized by two
monographs, over 20 publications and numerous citations in the
field. He defended his scientific and educational degree "Doctor" in
the field of "Social Medicine and Organization of Health and Pharmacy". He has also Master's degree
in "Accounting and Control", "Finance" and "Public Health and Health Management".
He was an advisor to the Commission of Anti-Corruption, Conflicts of Interest and Parliamentary
Ethics at the 44th National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria.

ENG. STEFAN GALABOV STEFANOV
SENIOR ADVISER ON STRATEGY AND MANAGEMENT
He graduated from Higher Institute of Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering "Lenin" - Sofia, specialty "Technology of Mechanical
Engineering", Engineer, Longtime Manager and Executive Director
of the public holding company "Corporation for Technology and
Innovation" PLC and joint stock companies in the field of finance,
technology and innovation. Co-author of books in the field of
economics and finance.
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ASSOC. PROF. DR. ENG. GEORGI LAFCHIEV
EDUCATION STRATEGY ADVISOR
Leading lecturer. Doctor of Technical Sciences. Contractor of
research projects in laser and information technology and
innovation projects. He has many years of experience in organizing
and conducting courses, seminars, consultations and technology
demonstrations. Long-term head of the Training and Demonstration
Center. 30 years head of units - head of group, head of department,
deputy dean. Leads projects for plant design, automation of
technical preparation of production, etc. Lecturer at the “Omega”
Private Vocational College and the “European Private College of
Innovative Technologies”.

PROF. NAKO STEFANOV
SENIOR ADVISOR IN EDUCATION STRATEGY
Nako Raynov Stefanov was born on June 19, 1954. Professor,
Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of History, Head of the Department of
Languages and Cultures of East Asia at Sofia University "St. Kliment
Ohridski”, Japanest, scholar and researcher of the countries of East
Asia, specialist in economics and management, author of over 80
books on governance, economics, globalization, etc.

PROF. GEORGI TOTKOV
SENIOR ADVISOR IN EDUCATION STRATEGY
Head of the Department of Computer Informatics, FMI, Paisii
Hilendarski University of Plovdiv. Head of the Regional Center for
Distance Learning. Professor, Doctor of Mathematical Sciences. In
the last 25 years - participating in more than 30 national and
university projects and 15 international projects in the field of
informatics and information technology, distance learning,
postgraduate qualification in informatics, the creation of software
platforms for distance learning, virtual training courses and more.
Project manager with the participation of all Plovdiv universities
and related to the creation of the regional university infrastructure.
Head of expert groups at the National Agency for Evaluation and
Accreditation (NAEA). Works with computers, specific equipment,
machines, etc. He is doing research and has results in the
following scientific fields and their directions: Informatics: Computational linguistics Conceptual
modeling, E-learning systems, Algorithms Artificial intelligence, Formal methods for software
specifications, etc. Education: Open and distance learning, Education management, etc. Scientific
publications: More than 200 scientific publications, textbooks and monographs in the fields of
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Informatics (computer linguistics, e-learning, artificial intelligence, information systems and
technologies, theory of algorithms, etc.), Computational mathematics (approximation theory,
numerical methods, etc.), Mathematical modeling and applications of mathematics (conceptual and
information modeling, optimization and management of technological processes and quality, etc.),
Probability theory and statistics, Operations research, Methodology of higher and secondary
education (incl. textbooks for secondary and higher schools), etc.

PROF. HRISTO SMOLENOV
SENIOR STRATEGY ADVISOR

Bulgarian scientist, expert and public figure. He graduated from
Lomonosov Moscow State University, where he also defended his
dissertation in 1983. In 1991 he was a scholarship holder of the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation in Germany. In the period
1992 - 2018 he was a senior research associate, associate
professor at the Institute of Metallurgy, Equipment and
Technologies at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. He has been
a visiting professor at the University of Montreal and at the
Catholic University of America in Washington. Specialist in logic
and methodology of science - deals with solutions in unusual
situations. In 2017 he was elected an honorary professor at the
Higher Naval School "Nikola Yonkov Vaptsarov". He worked at the
Institute of Philosophy and the Institute of Mathematics of the
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. He is a member of the
International Organization of Bodyguards and Security Experts. Karate coach of the first antiterrorism groups. He was Secretary of the Ministry of Defense and Member of the 38th National
Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria. Author of numerous books, one of which "Archeology" is
dedicated to the " Varna Civilization". With the book, the author proves that this is the first true
civilization in Europe, and perhaps in the world.

NEERAJ KUMAR
SENIOR ADVISER

Neeraj Kumar began his career at the age of 18 as a food salesman.
In 1985, he moved to Cameroon, West Africa, and began a career in
the store as head of the purchasing department. In 1986 he became
the executive director of the entire department store. In 1989 moved
to Dubai as a sales representative of Food Club Trading in Dubai, UAE.
In 1991 he moved to Sofia as an official sales representative of
Evergreen Trading Company, Dubai, UAE. Since 1997 he has been
working as a financial advisor to Reeta Company, Sofia, Bulgaria.
Since 2005 is the CEO of various companies: Sakar Exports, AgroTera Ltd, Conditus Ltd and Mega-Splits Ltd to date. All these
companies are currently frozen. From 2018 is Vice President of the
Balkan-Indian Business Association, Since 2019 - Vice-President and
since 2021 President of the Bulgarian-Indian Technology Forum
“Mahatma Gandhi” Foundation. Since 2021 he has been a member of the Board of Directors of
“Plovdiv Tech Park” PLC.
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DIMITAR NEYCHEV
Chief Executive Officer of Smart Energy 21 GmBH, Berlin, Germany
Education: 1966-69 Deutsches Gymnasium in Frankfurt am Main.
1970-74 German High School, Sofia, Bulgaria
1976-77 VII "Karl Marx" in Sofia
1977-82 HFÖ 'Bruno Leuschner' in Ost-Berlin
1994-96 MBA "Danube University" in Krems / Danube, Austria and in
Urbana-Champain, USA.

VOLODYA YANEV
Head of Laser Safety Laboratory at the Institute of Informatics and
Innovative Technologies in Plovdiv Tech Park . Graduate of Sofia University
“Kl. Ohridski ”- specialty physics, in 1980. He works actively at the
Research Institute of Special Optics - Plovdiv branch, in the field of "Laser
Technologies". Participates in the development of basic technologies: laser
cutting, welding, heat treatment, layering, scribing, engraving, etc., as well
as technologies for specific details for potential customers. He was the
head of the Laser Processes group, and later of the Laser Technologies
division. Research Associate Second degree. Participates in the
modernization of the laser resonator "Hebar 2.5", as well as in the
development and installation of 6 laser engraving systems for the company
"Walter" - Germany; Project "Laser Magnetometer" - as a subcontractor of
IE-to BAS and Project "Eloped". He has several publications (in a team).

ENG. IVAN PETROV
Born in 1948 in the city of Plovdiv. He graduated from Higher Institute of
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering - Sofia, qualification Mechanical
Engineer. He has worked for many years as a chief designer and head of
the EIM group. Manager and chief expert in Sirma Energy and Platon 5
EOOD.
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8.2. OUR TOP-TEAM AND ADVISORS
VENELIN YORDANOV
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ADVISOR
Chief Executive Officer of “Plovdiv Tech Park” PLC and Member
of the Board of Directors. Member of the Board of the Union of
Economists in Bulgaria, PhD student 3rd year at UFT Plovdiv,
Faculty of Economics. He is the Executive Director of “EBusiness Cluster”, Deputy. Chairman of the Board of the Civil
Association for New High-Tech Industrialization (CANTI).
Member of the Board of the “International Institute for
Cooperative Research” Foundation. Member of the Editorial
Board of “Finance” Magazine. Participates in the publication of
several books in the field of finance. In 2019 received a Gold
Medal at the Plovdiv International Fair for the product: Technofilm "Heroes of the USA '94" as a Producer. Since 2019 he has
been the Manager and current part-time lecturer in Entrepreneurship at the “Professional Private
European College of Innovative Technologies” – Plovdiv. Participates in the project for the
establishment of the International Higher School of Informatics and Electronic Leadership "Mahatma
Gandhi" in Plovdiv, Bulgaria.

ROSEN GERASIMOV
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
Executive Director of „Plovdiv Tech Park“ PLC. , IT College
Manager, Master of Mathematics and Informatics. Over 20
years of experience in building and administering computer
networks. Participated as a team leader of IT specialists in
several infrastructure projects under European programs.
Executive Director of “IT Academia” JSC, Manager of the
Professional Private European College of Innovative
Technologies (PPECIT), Manager of the Private Vocational
High School of Informatics and Computer Science.

STELIYANA PETROVA
She graduated in Bulgarian Philology at the “Paisii Hilendarski”
University of Plovdiv. She has worked as a Manager Organization
and conducting of educational courses for pedagogical
specialists and directors of educational institutions. Individual
year-round preparation of students from 5th to 12th grade in
Bulgarian language and literature. Coordination, management
and administration of people, projects and budgets. Works in the
teaching department with pupils, students and teachers.
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ATANAS KOSTOV
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
IT developer with over 20 years of experience in the field of
informatics and computer science. Expert in creating
software applications in various computer languages and
technologies. Head of Software Projects at “IT Akademia”
JSC. Over the years he has created many software and
hardware products, some of which are of national
importance. He has experience in building server systems
and cybersecurity.

DIMITAR GISHIN, LL.M.
LEGAL ADVISOR
PhD student in Informatics and Computer Science at Plovdiv
University "Paisii Hilendarski", Member of the European
Lawyers Union (U.A.E.). His professional experience includes
legal assistance, preparation of legal opinions, creation of
legal documents, representation and management of public
companies listed on the stock exchange, financial companies
and investment intermediaries; promotion of ethical funding
in Bulgaria and Europe, cluster activities and partnerships in
the field of small and medium enterprises, international
relations and communications. Member of the Development
Council of the District Administration - Plovdiv and member of
the Development Council of the South Central Region of the
Republic of Bulgaria.

PETAR N. NEYCHEV - JUNIOR
ADVISОR ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Petar N. Neychev - Junior is a young and ambitious
student at the University of Maastricht in the
Netherlands. This year he is taking his last course in
Economics and Information Management. After
completing his Bachelor's degree, Peter intends to
pursue a Master's degree in information technology.
One of his main goals is to manage large IT projects,
because he believes that the future development of
society will be built in this direction. Works in the
Technologies and Innovations Corporation PLC.
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OGNYAN DECHEV
FINANCIAL ANALYST

Licensed Stock Broker. He graduated in Bulgarian
Philology at the University of Plovdiv "Paisii
Hilendarski" with a Master's degree. In 1991
graduated in Finance and Credit at the University of
National and World Economy, Sofia - Master. Member
of the Union of Bulgarian Journalists since 1992.
Since 2013 he has been an editor in the online media
and “Finance” magazine - financebg.com. Since 2014
is the Investor Relations Director of three public
companies. From 2020 is Director of the “Private
Vocational High School of Informatics and Computer
Science "Academician Blagovest Sendov" – Plovdiv.

IVAYLO NAYDENOV
BLOCKCHAIN AND CRYPTO CONSULTANT
Chairman of the European Blockchain Federation, Digital Nomad,
Expert in Blockchain Technologies, Head of Crypto Assets Laboratory,
Entrepreneur and enthusiast in the field of blockchain, crypto, ICO,
etc.

SOFIA NAYDENOVA
DIGITAL DESIGNER
She hasmany years of experience in building, maintaining and SEO
optimizing of websites. Creator of many logos, advertising banners and
comprehensive branding of companies.

HRISTO DANOV - JUNIOR
MARKETING MANAGER
He graduated from “Raina Knyaginya” Secondary School,
majoring in Management and Marketing, studied at Charles
Wright Academy, Tacoma, WA, US and Pinewood American
international school Thessaloniki, Greece. He was a sales
representative of Bulfon JSC, Cosmo Bulgaria Mobile JSC with his
trademark Globul and Global Net. Founder of a company for
Facility Management, worked in the IT department of the
International Fair Plovdiv. Participated in the creation of energy
projects with cogeneration for greenhouse producers under
European programs. Student at Varna Free University
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SIYANA TANEVA
EDUCATIONAL PROCESS AND MARKETING
She graduated from “Ivan Vazov” Language High School with a
profile in Spanish and Russian. She received her Bachelor's degree
in London, UK from the University of Greenwich, majoring in
Tourism Management with Languages - English, Spanish and
Italian. As part of the Erasmus Student Mobility Program, she spent
one year at the University of Alicante, Spain in the period 20152016. She is currently undergoing a Master's degree at the
University of Sofia in Cultural Heritage and Tourism. Her personal
qualities consist in adequate adaptation to new challenges so that
they meet the achievement of specific goals. Hardworking,
qualified and organized in a team. Her career so far has been
reflected in large world-renowned companies such as TripAdvisor, Microsoft, Crypto.com and other
scientific institutions such as CSI UA (Centro Superior de Idiomas de la Universidad de Alicante,
Spain). Her social activities have been as President of the Bulgarian Society at the University of
Greenwich and an active participant in the youth movement Rotaract. She holds a certificate and
has completed courses in Personal Development and Professional Skills.

ASSOC. PROF. DR. ENG. ANASTASIA NEYCHEVA SHOPOVA
She graduated from VHTI - Sofia and the University of Food
Technology - Plovdiv. In 1993 she defended her doctoral
dissertation, and in 2000 she received the scientific title of
Associate Professor. She gives lectures and gives exercises in the
disciplines “Analytical Chemistry” and “Instrumental Methods for
Analysis” of Bachelor Students and in the discipline “Instrumental
Methods for Food Analysis” of Master's Students. Participates as a
lecturer in postgraduate training courses. She is a co-author of two
manuals on analytical chemistry and two on instrumental methods
in food analysis. She specializes in pesticide analysis at the
Department of Analytical Chemistry at the University of Technology
in Prague, Czech Republic. Her research focuses on the analysis of
pesticide residues in food, on methods for their detoxification, on
the inactivation of harmful metabolites, on the determination of
biologically active substances in food, on the analysis of
environmentally friendly pesticides and new dyes for the cosmetics and food industries. .
Participates in the development of a number of research projects, together with colleagues from
UFT, BAS, UCTM, Sofia and others. She has published over 70 scientific publications, some of which
in renowned journals abroad. She participates in the Management Board of the Science Fund, in the
Commission for Quality of Education at the Faculty of Technology and in the Publishing Council of
UFT - Plovdiv.

PROF. DR. MARIA IVANOVA-KICHEVA
(BULGARIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCE)
Professor Dr. Maria Georgieva Ivanova - Kicheva, DSc, Doctor of
Biology and Doctor of Agricultural Sciences, expert in the field of
reproductive biotechnology and cryobiology of gametes. Since
1980 she has been working at the Institute of Biology and
Immunology of Reproduction “Acad. K. Bratanov ”, BAS. She was
head of section and secretary of the Scientific Council, Director of
the Institute. Member of the General Assembly of BAS, Chairman
of the Commission for Academic Property at the General Assembly
of BAS, member of expert councils and national organizations. She
has developed programs for practical application of reproductive
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biotechnologies for conservation and cryopreservation of gametes in animal husbandry and
management of over 10 projects and participation in over 30 national international research
projects. Participates in training courses for students, graduate students and graduates and has
been the research supervisor of 10 protected doctoral programs. She has published 3 books, 2
patents and over 160 publications in national and international journals, with an impact factor
over 36, Hirsch citation index 9, there are over 320 citations. She specialized in Poland.

DANAIL TSVETKOV
WEBSITES DESIGNER
Danail Tsvetkov holds a degree in Tourism from the University of
Food Technology, Plovdiv. Currently, he is a designer of websites
of the conglomerate of the sites of the company Plovdiv Tech
Park JSC. Also supports the activities of the High School of
Informatics and Computer Science "Academic Blagovest Sendov".
For the time being, he is taking a big part in the ISO project of
Green Uni Network.

9. LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Greeny tokens do not provide participation in the Company or in its assets.
Acquisition of Greeny tokens does not constitute an exchange of cryptocurrencies for
any form of shares in the Company or the assets of the Company, including
intellectual property. Token holders are not entitled to guaranteed dividends, profit
distribution. Greeny tokens are not stocks, bonds or other securities, derivatives,
payment services, electronic money, financial instruments in any jurisdiction. This
Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any kind or legal
advice and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or an invitation to
invest, nor does it in any way relate to an initial public offering (IPO or shares) and
does not in any way relate to the offering of securities in any jurisdiction. Greeny
tokens are not intended to be marketed, offered for sale, bought, sold or traded in
any other jurisdiction where they are prohibited by applicable law or require
additional registration with the appropriate government agencies.
Greeny tokens are utility tokens that can only be used on a platform in the
Green Uni Network and are not intended to be used as an investment. Contrary to
everything else that could be interpreted, Greeny tokens are designed and
engineered to have only internal use and to maintain our innovative and evolutionary
project and are the backbone of Green Uni Network.
Green Uni platform means an online platform created and maintained by the
Green Uni Network and allowing the use of Greeny tokens.
From a legal point of view, Greeny tokens serve as a medium of exchange that
stores a certain value. Greeny tokens are not intended to represent securities in any
jurisdiction, as they do not include any rights and / or obligations for their holders
against the Company, the organizer of The Green Uni Network or a third party.
Functionally, Greeny tokens are ancillary tokens that can be transferred
between users and, in addition to acting as a medium of exchange, Greeny tokens
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provide access to the use of services on the platforms of the Green Uni Network.
Token holders are not entitled to any utility functions as part of the token.
Greeny tokens do not constitute any form of financial instrument under the
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II).
Accordingly, the Company organizing the Green Uni Network is not a MiFID II
investment intermediary, management company or collective investment company
under the UCITS Directive, nor does the company manage an alternative investment
fund under the AIF Managers Directive. The ICO itself does not constitute any form of
regulated investment activity such as placing, trading or advising on financial
instruments or managing or marketing collective investment schemes under MiFID II,
the UCITS Directive, the AIFM Directive or the Prospectus Directive.
In addition, Greeny tokens do not constitute funds as defined in the Payment
Services Directive, therefore the ICO cannot be considered as providing payment
services that would fall within the scope of PSD2.
Greeny tokens are not electronic money under the Electronic Money Directive,
as they can only be used as a medium of exchange within Greeny token platforms
and do not constitute prepaid remunerated value issued in exchange for funds that is
accepted as widespread payment. means by any legal or natural person.
As cryptocurrencies are not recognized at national or European level as real
currencies (ie money issued by a national bank of a country), the requirements for
legal entities operating as a currency exchange do not apply to Green Uni platforms.
Greeny tokens do not constitute an insurance contract, as they are used only as
a means of payment in the contractual relations concluded directly between the user
of the Green Uni network and the provider of the respective service / product.
Therefore, the Green Uni network and the Greeny token platforms are not considered
to be any form of investment or insurance fund, as there is no joint venture to make a
profit or share the risk between consumers.
With respect to the above, Greeny tokens are not registered under the securities
laws of any country, including the securities laws of the Republic of Bulgaria or any
other jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident.
The activities of the Green Uni Network and the Greeny token platforms are not
regulated by a public body of the Republic of Bulgaria or another jurisdiction in which
a potential token holder is a resident. The activities of the Greeny token platforms are
not regulated by a public body of the Republic of Bulgaria or another jurisdiction in
which a potential token holder is a resident. No regulatory authority has reviewed,
reviewed or approved any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. No such
action has been taken or will be taken in any jurisdiction.
Neither the Green Uni Network nor any other person represents, warrants and /
or undertakes that the actual future results, performance or achievements of the
Greeny Token will be discussed in forward-looking statements. The actual results,
performance or achievements of the Greeny Token may differ materially from what is
expected in these forthcoming statements.
Nothing contained in this whitepaper is or may be construed as a promise,
presentation or undertaking regarding the future presentation or policy of the Greeny
Token.
The company organizing the Green Uni Network carries no liability for the ability
to take part in the proposed Presale and Public Sale (Initial Token Offer or ITO) for
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reasons beyond the control of Green Uni Network. All of the information provided
within this whitepaper is provided “AS-IS” and with no warranties. No express or
implied warranties of any type, including implied warranties of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose, are made with respect to the information, or any use
of the information, on this site or platform.
Our Greeny tokens are part of the Binance network. If problems occur with the
normal functionality of the Binance Smart Chain, this may affect our Greeny token
functionality and adversely affect our business operations and the value of Greeny
tokens.
IMPORTANT: This document will be changed during the development of Green
Uni Network project and during the development of the Green Uni platforms. Before
you decide to invest in Greeny tokens, please read the Whitepaper and all
accompanying documents carefully. If in doubt, please consult your own advisors.
Investing in Greeny tokens is speculative and involves risks that you need to
understand before making an investment.
The risk factors include, amongst others:
(a) changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market
conditions, and the regulatory environment in the countries in which Green Uni
Network conducts its respective businesses and operations;
(b) the risk that Green Uni Network may be unable to execute or implement their
respective business strategies and future plans;
(c) changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and
cryptocurrencies;
(d) changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of
Greeny token;
(e) changes in the availability and fees payable to Greeny token in connection
with their respective businesses and operations;
(f) changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by
Greeny token to operate their respective businesses and operations;
(g) changes in preferences of customers of Greeny token;
(h) changes in competitive conditions under which Greeny token operate, and
the ability of Greeny token to compete under such conditions;
(i) changes in the future capital needs of Green Uni Network and the availability
of financing and capital to fund such needs;
(j) war or acts of international or domestic terrorism;
(k) occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that
affect the businesses and/or operations of Green Uni Network;
(l) other factors beyond the control of Green Uni Network; and
(m) any risk and uncertainties associated with Green Uni Network and their
businesses and operations, and the Greeny tokens.
Nothing contained in this Whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise,
representation or undertaking as to the future performance or policies of Greeny
token.
Failure or problems with the Binance Smart Chain. Our Greeny Token is a part of
the Binancenetwork. If problems related to the Binance network’s normal
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functionality arise, this may affect our Greeny Token functionality and adversely affect
our business operations and Greeny Token value.
Please note that:
• The Greeny Token may not be easily convertible in the event no exchanges list
our token;
• The cryptocurrencies have been extremely volatile on recent years, including
due to fraudulent actions;
• The Greeny Token may lose it’s value completely, due to reasons, which we
have
not been able to forseen or explained herein;
• Due to the nature of our enterprise within this project, a counterparty risk may
Interfere with our financial flows.
• Binance Smart Chain may not include the Buyer’s transaction at the time
Buyer expects and Buyer may not receive the Tokens in this regard.
• Cybersecurity threats are ever-present, especially within the realm of digital
currencies. There is a risk of loss of funds or even wipe-out should an unauthorized
intrusion and theft of funds occur
• The tax characterization of the Greeny tokens is uncertain, and each investor
must seek its own tax advice in connection with the acquisition of Greeny tokens.
Each person acquiring Greeny tokens should consult with and must rely upon the
advice of its own professional tax advisors.
There are many other important risks that must be taken into account before
buying Greeny token , such as market-related and counterparty risks, lack of
development of market for Greeny tokens, changes in the future capital needs, too
innovative technology. risk of value decrease, risk of an unfavorable fluctuation of
cryptocurrency value. risk of force major, etc.
The purpose of this Whitepaper is to present the Green Uni Network project and
Greeny tokens to potential token holders in connection with the proposed pre-sale
and public sale (initial token offering or ICO).
This document has not been prepared in accordance with and is not subject to
laws or regulations of any jurisdiction that are intended to protect investors.
Any reference to an 'investment' or any suggestion of benefit or profit should
only be construed only to refer the investment, benefit and profit related to the
internal value of Greeny tokens in the ecosystem of the Green Uni Network. The
Company does not grant rights to Investors or other participants in the Green Uni
Network to part of the profit or income, guaranteed dividend, or other assets to be
considered as investment in business, electronic presentation of shares or equity
participation. The offering of Greeny tokens is not registered, qualified or approved by
any capital markets or financial or legislative control bodies, regulations or
ordinances.
The buyer of Greeny tokens undertakes that they understand and have
significant experience in cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services and that
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they fully understand the risks associated with ICO, as well as the mechanism related
to the use of cryptocurrencies (including storage of such).
This whitepaper may change significantly or may need to be modified because
of new regulatory and compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any
jurisdictions. In this case, buyers and anyone who undertakes to acquire Greeny
tokens acknowledge and understand that neither the Company, the organizer of the
Green Uni Network, nor any of its affiliates is responsible for any direct or indirect
losses or damages caused. from such changes. Furthermore, anyone who undertakes
to acquire Greeny tokens acknowledges and understands that the Company, the
organizer of the Green Uni Network, does not provide any guarantee that it will
manage to achieve it.
Please note that the above written is not an exhaustive list of disclaimers filed
by the Company.
10. CONCLUSION
The use of cryptocurrencies is a matter of trust and awareness. Once people
realize that digital currencies can have a place in their daily lives, adoption will be
much faster. As with all consumer technologies, it will take time to build trust and
awareness. We just have to look at history to see that it is human nature to resist new
technologies. A few examples of the potential benefits of cryptocurrencies, properly
applied and accepted, could be uniquely transformative:
• An research of Intertrust published by the Financial Times shows that hedge
funds plan to significantly increase their exposure to cryptocurrencies by 2026. The
survey was conducted among 100 financial directors of hedge funds worldwide and
found that managers expect to hold an average of 7.2% of their assets in
cryptocurrencies for up to 5 years. Obviously, hedge funds are beginning to see the
sector as a segment with huge potential.
• After JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon banned traders from investing in
cryptocurrencies four years ago, today the financial institution became the first large
bank to give cryptocurrencies access to all its customers, Zero Hedge reported.
• PayPal's online payment system now allows users in the UK to buy, store and
sell cryptocurrencies through the platform. A new crypto section has been added to
the PayPal platform, which shows real-time currency prices, offers educational
content to help answer frequently asked questions, and provides information on
potential risks. The company said it hoped it would help "adopt this currency, improve
knowledge and understanding of it".
• “We are inspired by the innovations happening in the field of
cryptocurrencies and we are exploring how all this can fit into Amazon. We believe
that the future will be built on new technologies that allow modern, fast and cheap
payments, and I hope that we will be able to offer this future to our customers as
soon as possible, "said Amazon.
• Bitcoin is now the official currency in El Salvador. The country invested $
20.9 million in the purchase of the cryptocurrency the day before it was introduced
on September 7.
• Russia's Espobank became the first bank in the country to grant a loan
guaranteed by cryptocurrency, the business daily Kommersant reports. The
publication states that the bank consulted with a number of lawyers and
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cryptocurrencies before the deal. The tokens are described as "other property" and
placed in an escrow account. Russia has adopted its first cryptocurrency law as a
method of payment, but its use as collateral for loans will be legal under the new
rules.
In this Whitepaper of the Green Uni Network - Online Learning in Computer
Science and Computer Science project, we have put a lot of effort into explaining the
business concept based on innovative technologies such as Blockchain and Artificial
Intelligence, as well as the benefits of replacing fiat money with cryptocurrencies, to
reduce costs, improve quality and increase satisfaction with education.
This White Paper was issued during the development of the Green Uni Network
project, for the initial offering of "tokens" ("coins"), and is subject to minor changes in
the future version. Any portion thereof and any copy thereof shall not be taken or
transmitted in any country where the distribution or sale of tokens or their initial
offering, such as that described in this Whitpaper, is prohibited or restricted. New
blockchain projects are emerging every day, trying to make their way within the ICO
industry. As this happens dynamically, it is obvious that cryptocurrencies will be
further introduced in the financial world. Shakes and changes in the market are
inevitable and we will see regulations in the area of the legal and financial framework
that will clean up unscrupulous market participants, attracted only by huge profits.
This is just the beginning of an incredibly powerful, electronic fundraising model for
new business projects, so all good things come.
11. CONTACTS
To contact the Green Uni Network and the Greeny Token, visit our website:
https://www.GreenUniNet.eu or email us: greenuni.network@gmail.com
Stay informed and follow the Green Uni Network and the Greeny Token at:

facebook.com/greenuni.network
twitter.com/GreenuniNetwork

linkedin.com/company/green-uni-network
instagram.com/greenuni.network

t.me/GreenUniNetwork
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